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american truck simulator is the best driving simulation available
right now. the driving is realistic, the vehicle handling amazing

and the gameplay endless. everything is there to make this
game the favorite trucking adventure. this is the ultimate driving

simulator! thanks to the great modification possibilities, the
focus is on the most important aspect of trucking: the scenery,

the weather and the environment. all this results in a great
driving game and a great trucking simulator. american truck
simulator box cover of american truck simulator publishing
information release date february 2, 2016 form base game

media dvd, steam suggested price $19.99, 14.99, 19.99 game
features states arizona, california, colorado, idaho, montana,
nevada, new mexico, oregon, utah, washington, wyoming (2
base, 9 dlc) number of cities 31 (without dlcs)151 (with dlcs)

system requirements cpu minimum: dual core cpu
2.4ghzrecommended: quad core cpu 3.0 ghz ram minimum: 4
gbrecommended: 6 gb graphics card minimum: geforce gts

450-class ( intel hd 4000)recommended: geforce gtx 760-class (
intel hd 5300) harddisk 3 gb operating system minimum one of
follows: windows 7 ubuntu 12.04 (steam only) os x 10.9 (steam

only) american truck simulator is a truck simulator game
developed and published by scs software. it was announced on
september 6, 2013 [1] and released on february 2, 2016 [2] . it

can be considered a spiritual successor to the 18 wheels of steel
franchise.
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american truck simulator box cover of american truck simulator
publishing information release date february 2, 2016 form base
game media dvd, steam suggested price $19.99, 14.99, 19.99

game features states arizona, california, colorado, idaho,
montana, nevada, new mexico, oregon, utah, washington,

wyoming, and vancouver, british columbia (in dlc "canada")(2
base, 9 dlc) number of cities 31 (without dlcs)151 (with dlcs)

system requirements cpu minimum: dual core cpu
2.4ghzrecommended: quad core cpu 3.0 ghz ram minimum: 4
gbrecommended: 6 gb graphics card minimum: geforce gts

450-class ( intel hd 4000)recommended: geforce gtx 760-class (
intel hd 5300) harddisk 3 gb operating system minimum one of
follows: windows 7 ubuntu 12.04 (steam only) os x 10.9 (steam

only) american truck simulator is a truck simulator game
developed and published by scs software. it was announced on
september 6, 2013 [1] and released on february 2, 2016 [2] . it

can be considered a spiritual successor to the 18 wheels of steel
franchise. the uniqueness of american truck simulator comes
with the most diverse gameplay experience of all euro truck

simulator series. not only us roads and trucks await the players,
but also unique game modes which are tailored in every detail to

the us scenery. 5ec8ef588b
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